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Abstract: PBL was utilized in a 12-week M.A. course in a multidisciplinary program in a Canadian university. Using mixed qualitative methods (course evaluations, student journals, and a focus group), the instructor/tutor and seven students evaluated the PBL process, focusing on student perspectives regarding: (1) the tutor’s role and performance; (2) group dynamics; and (3) learning outcomes. The results confirm the crucial role of the tutor in the PBL process, and the generally positive sense by students that several types of learning took place. The study brings attention to the need to manage group dynamics more carefully, although even students whose group dynamics were difficult, came out with positive feelings about the PBL process.

1. INTRODUCTION

While Problem-Based Learning (PBL) is not a new method of instruction, its implementation in the social sciences is relatively new. PBL uses an instructional format that makes use of problems or situations (Loyens, Magda, & Rikers, 2008) by making them a starting point of the learning process. PBL emphasizes that students take an active approach to learning. This method brings together small groups of students learn collaboratively in the context of meaningful problems (Loyens, Magda, & Rikers, 2008). In addressing the problem, students spend time selecting and studying literature that is relevant to the issues generated, as well as devising a plan of action and dividing the workload to arrive at a solution. The teamwork necessary for PBL allows for the students to collectively share and critically evaluate their findings, elaborate on knowledge acquired, and have an opportunity to correct misconceptions (Hmelo-Silver, 2004; Dolmans & Schmidt, 1983). De Simone (2008) explains that the group must engage in a process of reviewing various research materials, individually explaining their conclusions to the group, collaboratively discussing findings and understanding the consequences of these options to come to a solution.

PBL has been challenged as a method of education learning (Loyens, Magda, & Rikers, 2008). As a result of this scrutiny, proponents of PBL have clearly described its intention. Some of the goals of PBL are to construct an extensive and flexible knowledge base, build collaboration and problem-solving skills, and motivate students to engage in their learning process (Barrows, 1984, 1985, 1986; Barrows & Tamblyn, 1980; Norman & Schmidt, 1992).

2. TUTOR ROLE AND PERFORMANCE

Although PBL is student-driven, the tutor’s role is crucial (Hmelo-Silver, 2004; Speck, 2003). The tutor takes on multiple functions as a guide, facilitator, evaluator and motivator (Hmelo-Silver, 2004). Loyens, Magda, & Rikers (2008) note that this process requires the guidance of a tutor who initiates the discussion, provides students with relevant content information, and monitors and evaluates each individual’s contribution to the group. The tutor’s role typically involves the initial theoretical examination which will provide context to the problem. The planning meetings allow for students to develop an understanding of the problem or issue at hand.

What is particularly challenging to the effective implementation of PBL is that it is different from other methods of learning commonly found in schools today (Pendersen, Arslanyilmaz, & Williams, 2007). They argue that current assessment practices continue to reflect the values associated with instructor led learning and classroom management that contributed to educational thought in the early
part of the 20th century, which are at odds with the implementation of PBL. The resulting disconnects between instruction and assessment threatens the effectiveness of alternative approaches to learning, such as PBL. Hung, Harpo-Bailey, & Jonasson (2003) conclude that the traditional professor role and the PBL tutor role may create tensions in the PBL process. According to Nespor (1987) “Teachers’ beliefs have long been shown to be powerful predictors of their practices” (as cited in Hung, Harpo-Bailey, & Jonasson, 2003: p. 14). This suggests that teachers’ beliefs about assessment and classroom management, and their perceptions of how student are motivated, and how others will react may impact teachers’ decisions about how to implement new methods of learning.

Teachers’ decisions regarding assessment practices can be influenced by the need to maximize student productivity. Some teachers’ aversion to alternative teaching methods, like PBL, is defended by educators who believe in the importance of instructor-directed learning. Some teachers argue that students would either engage in unproductive tasks or become frustrated and disengage from the program entirely (Pendersen, Arslanyilmaz, & Williams, 2007). For example, the process of grading students can be perceived as an effective method of developing extrinsic motivation in students. Teachers tend to conduct ongoing individualized, ungraded assessment in order to help students improve (Pendersen, Arslanyilmaz, & Williams, 2007). Given that teachers’ concerns are embedded in current assessment practices, implementing PBL in classrooms by these teachers may be challenging.

The reasons why implementation can be challenging for some teachers is articulated by Budé, Imbos, Wiel, Broers, and Berger (2009) who state that instead of dispensing knowledge teachers should try to engage students by stimulating group processes, trying to create an atmosphere in which students can optimally participate in the discussions, helping students to monitor their own learning, and stimulating self-study (Schmidt & Moust, 2000; De Grave et al., 1999). Tutors traditionally ask questions like: Can you explain this? Do you understand that? Can you see why that is important? “However, if a tutor contributes too much to the discussion in PBL, self-study time decreases” (Schmidt & Moust, 2000 as cited in Budé et al., 2009: p. 2). The expectations of engaging students in this process are to increase students’ understanding of the topics resulting in better insight into the content of the course (Budé et al., 2009). Remedios, Clarke, and Hawthorne (2008) further this reasoning, and articulate that teachers may come to perceive their jobs as facilitating students speaking rather than facilitating their learning. Another concern for some students is the PBL assessment criteria, which are based on behaviours viewed to be associated with learning rather than the outcomes of student learning alone. Because of the centrality of learning outcomes, this study will explore student perceptions of their learning process and outcomes as a result of the implementation of PBL.

2.1. Group Dynamics

Students, who are more accustomed to traditional instruction methods, need to develop their self-direction and group work skills (Fiddler & Knoll, 1995; Hung, Harpole Bailey, & Jonasson, 2003). One of the central goals of PBL is to work together as a group to establish common grounds, resolving discrepancies and negotiating the actions that a group is going to take. In this, the role of the teacher is that of a facilitator to assist in student collaboration (Speck, 2003; Hmelo-Silver, 2004). Tutors must be able to facilitate and negotiate productive collaborative relationships in the group work atmosphere (Wilkerson, 1995; Schmidt & Moust, 1995 as cited in Hung, Harpole Bailey & Jonasson, 2003). After group formation, expectations relating to leadership roles within the group are an integral area for the professor to address. Speck (2003) highlights leadership as a contentious role in group dynamics which he points out must be constantly monitored by the instructor throughout the process. Conflict resolution is another key area where the instructor must establish rules for dealing with such issues. Equitable distribution of leadership roles is considered a great way to avoid conflict within the group. Dolmans et al. (2001) point out that there is a danger that these issues are addressed by reverting to the teacher-directed model which would negate the PBL process. Instead, they stress that teachers and professors should confront these issues by holding on to the educational philosophy which PBL is based: the student-directed model.

A study by Brzovic & Matz (2009), which was based on peer evaluations in a six student focus group, revealed that when students’ opened up they demonstrated higher levels of audience and self-awareness necessary to becoming better communicators. They found that when individuals opened up
about their thoughts, the trust necessary to successful group formation increased, as did the appreciation for the ideas of others. It appeared that those individuals who had a greater understanding of group dynamics felt comfortable enough as leaders to relinquish control. Alternatively, in groups that struggled, the struggle tended to be based on an attempt to meet the personality needs of various students. Group members were stressed by having to deal with other group members’ issues. In some cases PBL can be extremely demanding as it calls for both working on a task and promoting healthy relationships between members (Brzovic & Matz, 2009).

Reflected in the research specific to group dynamics is that sociocultural factors relating to both individual and group pressures have a role in constraining verbal participation in some students. Remedios, Clarke, & Hawthorne (2008) showed in their research that issues of learning preferences, motivation, and preparation for the session, cultural literacy, language, and concerns with group dynamics can influence participation. This may have an effect on how both the tutor and the group members perceive an individual’s contribution, and thus have an impact on the dynamics of the group itself. A group member’s silence does not necessarily mean s/he is passive and not learning. The notion that the degree of verbalization is directly related to the degree of learning has been challenged (Moust et al., 1987) and it has been acknowledged that being ‘silent’ in the group planning does not indicate that students are ‘mentally passive’ or have no positive learning outcomes (Chalmers & Volet, 1997 as cited in Remedios et al, 2008: p. 212).

2.2. Learning and Outcomes

Research demonstrates that student-centeredness, small-group work, self-directed learning, experiential learning, and the tutor’s role as a facilitator are core characteristics of PBL (Hakkarainen, 2009). In addition, PBL emphasizes the importance of critical and reflective thinking skills, contextual knowledge, and the integration of disciplines necessary to successfully adapt to the PBL method (Barrows, 1996; Hmelo-Silver, 2004; Poikela & Poikela, 2005b). In addition, the active role of the students is considered crucial for the conversational and collaborative nature of PBL. The specific pedagogical strengths of the PBL course are in the collaborative, co-operational, and conversational characteristics of the learning process.

The PBL process that consists of collaborative learning in tutorial sessions and independent knowledge acquisition from multiple sources makes it possible to integrate the teaching and learning of various domains (Hakkarainen, 2009). The research indicated that the tutorial sessions support the students in their learning and are one of the main reasons for their active involvement in the learning process. However, to simply offer an environment is not enough. Hakkarainen’s (2009) study showed that students are not necessarily convinced that they learned to acquire and evaluate information and to think critically during a course. To better support students, the teaching of information literacy skills can be integrated into the PBL course or PBL curriculum. In practice, this can mean collaboration between PBL tutors or teachers and librarians to improve their facilitation skills in the context of PBL (Breen & Fallon, 2005; Poikela & Poikela, 2005a, as cited in Hakkarainen, 2009: p. 2).

Loyens, Magda, and Rikers (2008) found that with respect to the learning process in PBL, students need to assess their own understanding of the problem in the context of the group. These learning issues, formulated as questions, comprise what needs to be looked up in the literature and subsequently be studied, to gain a better understanding of the problem (Loyens, Magda, & Rikers, 2008). In PBL, students work together in groups and they formulate their learning needs collectively. Similar research by Ellis, Goodyear, Brilliant, and Prosser (2008) shows that students’ experiences and intentions are critical variables in the complex web of influences upon the success or failure of an educational approach like PBL. Some research, including Maudsley, Williams & Taylor (2006), found that students were ultimately disappointed in themselves, other students and tutors during less effective sessions.

There is more need for studies that deal specifically with the time continuum of student experiences within PBL courses, from their initial reactions to the learning outcomes. This kind of study can be an effective tool for analyzing the success of the approach within and between disciplines, and can also help in the development of more refined practices within PBL frameworks. Though student experiences are addressed (Copan & Kuhn, 2004; Hmelo-Silver, 2004), most don’t capture initial reactions of students to the PBL approach and how those transform over time. Simply put, “the answer to what’s good about problem-based learning is that it promotes sense making” (Copan &
Kuhn, 2004: p. 74). Hmelo-Silver (2004) further stresses that the process of PBL should help students develop flexible knowledge, effective problem-solving skills, and intrinsic motivation. Another benefit of group participation is that students are able to appropriate each other’s expertise and recycle findings amongst each other (Hmelo-Silver, 2004: p. 246).

One of the strengths of PBL is to introduce and familiarize learners with the use of more than one resource and to deal with more than one perspective. This study will explore the learning outcomes specific to PBL use in a graduate level social sciences course to understand how, in this context, student perceptions and group dynamics, and the tutor’s role influence the learning outcomes of the students.

3. Methodology

The 12-week graduate course consisted of five two-week PBL units in the fall of 2008. The first two weeks were spent describing and rehearsing the PBL process. During the first week of each two-week PBL unit, the 17 graduate students would get a short trigger session in the form of a lecture (30-60 minutes), followed by up to two and a half hours of in-class work in permanent tutor-assigned groups (3-4 members in each group). Group members discussed the week’s thematically grouped readings, came up with a short written summary of the main findings, identified research gaps and questions, developed a tentative problem/thesis statement, and divided the work among team members. In the end of the planning session, the students handed in this onepage write-up of the required elements, for feedback and evaluation. The groups rotated the tasks of chair and note taker. The instructor/tutor spent the group work time answering student questions and concerns, and helping the groups identify their research focus and formulate a problem/thesis statement. She collected the one-page summaries in the end of the session and graded them by the afternoon of the next day, giving a detailed written feedback (1-2 pages) to the groups, covering each component of their plan (literature review, working thesis statement, division of labour).

Once the students had the feedback, they spent the time before the following class researching their problem/thesis statement, with the goal of doing a half-hour group presentation in the next class. Through the week, they communicated with one another (and the tutor if needed) about their progress, and coordinated the different components of their work.

Each group member was required to present their findings in the second week of each PBL unit. The half-hour presentations were accompanied with a one-page group-generated handout to all present, identifying the thesis statement, main findings, theories, and policy implications. In addition, each student handed in a short (max. 5 pages) essay on her/his portion of the assignment, explaining how it linked to the overall project, and outlining his/her findings, theories, and policy implications. Thus, the PBL process had both group evaluation components, as the work plans, oral presentations, and one-page presentation summaries were graded based on group performance, and the essays were graded individually.

3.1. PBL within PBL – The Evaluation Project

Toward the middle of the term, a student (see acknowledgement) proposed that the class engage in an evaluation of the PBL process. In the end, a team consisting of the tutor and seven of the 17 students decided to do this, after the course was over and the grades were officially submitted. It is important to note that the issue of bias is to be acknowledged because the members of the research team were also members of the graduate course at Ryerson University where this pedagogical experiment took place.

The general process of the PBL evaluation process mirrors the PBL practice of the course. The team uses Participatory Action Research, most commonly known as ‘action research’, to emphasize the methodological approach that allows its researchers to ‘learn by doing’ (O’Brien, 1998; Peters & Gray, 2007; Hyland, 2009). Gilmore et al., 1986 (as cited in O’Brien, 1998: p. 1) define Participatory Action Research in the following way:

Action research...aims to contribute both to the practical concerns of people in an immediate problematic situation and to further the goals of social science simultaneously. Thus, there is a dual commitment in action research to study a system and concurrently to collaborate with members of the system in changing it in what is together regarded as a
desirable direction. Accomplishing this twin goal requires the active collaboration of researcher and client, and thus it stresses the importance of co-learning as a primary aspect of the research process.

Since the researcher becomes an active part of the research, s/he does not systemically ‘plan’ the research, rather the approach arises during discussions/engagements with the participants (Arieli et al., 2009). Further, McTaggart (1989) speaks of participants as ‘tenants’ of Participatory Action Research. She argues, among other things that it is contingent on authentic participation, is collaborative, and is a systematic learning process. By ‘contingent on authentic participation’, the author refers to “the continuing spiral of planning, acting (implementing plans), observing (systematically), reflecting and then re-planning” (1989: p. 1). The process of Participatory Action Research also involves collaboration with the research itself, and hence, researchers are directly involved rather than observing from and ‘objective’ viewpoint. Lastly, it is also a systematic learning process that allows one to ‘understand the relationship between circumstance, action and consequences’ (Ibid, 1989: p. 1).

The instructor/PBL tutor of a Master of Arts, Immigration and Settlement Studies program at Ryerson University introduced problem-based learning (PBL) pedagogy in a multidisciplinary (social sciences and humanities) graduate course in the fall of 2007.

In keeping with the Participatory Action Research method, the research team (consisting of volunteers from this cohort of graduate students) assessed the mixed qualitative methods of evaluation that were used and are described below.

3.2. Methods of Evaluation

The data for this PBL evaluation come from three sources: (1) official Faculty Course Surveys, (2) a focus group, and (3) student journals.

Official Faculty Course Surveys (FCS) were completed by 10 of the 17 students enrolled in the course. The FCS is an online tool to provide faculty with student feedback on courses. It involves a series of questions, some standard, others more specific, on their professor and the course, based on a sliding scale from 1 (Agree) to 5 (Disagree). An example of the questions asked in the FCS included “The instructor is knowledgeable about the course material”, “The instructor stimulated my interest in the subject”, and “Students are treated with fairness and respect”. Generally speaking, the closer to the score is to 1, the better the evaluation. The questions were a part of the standard student evaluation process at the university, aimed at improving the students’ educational experiences and to assess the quality of teaching. The survey was included in the evaluation of the PBL process because it provided data regarding the student experience, both as a Ryerson student as well as a PBL participant. In addition, the survey uses the information of PBL participants who were not necessarily members of the research team, inserting an element of objectivity to the PBL assessment. As mentioned, because the PBL research team consisted of PBL participants, questions of bias may arise among traditional researchers, not familiar with Participatory Action Research. However, the clearly acknowledged subjectivity of the research method is tempered with not only the objectivity involved in the use of the FCS, but also through the research team’s commitment to proposing improvements in future PBL pedagogical processes. Their work on this article is a testament to this primary motivation.

As a second component of the evaluation, the PBL research team ran a focus group as a way to expand on the FCS results. The focus group was an important aspect of the qualitative research process because it allowed students to elaborate and reflect on their experiences in the course. It also provided vital feedback to the instructor. The student focus group developed questions additional to those in the FCS, to capture issues related to the PBL format, learning styles, and depth of learning. While the FCS allowed for comments, the research team decided to specifically discuss the tutor’s role and performance as a way to capture more detail. The students were asked prior to the focus group to brainstorm and submit further questions. The focus group lasted for approximately one hour, with six of the seven students from the PBL evaluation team participating. One student (with previous research experience with focus groups) facilitated, recorded, and transcribed the focus group session. The tutor was not in attendance, so that students would be able to speak freely and openly.
To ensure anonymity, the group ensured that all students’ names were omitted from the final manuscript before it was submitted to the tutor and that both the CD and the MP3 recordings were destroyed once the research was finalized. Building on previous experience, the focus group facilitator ensured that all participants had an opportunity to speak and that no one person dominated the conversation.

The third data source was voluntary and anonymous journals handed in by four students, addressing both course content and format, including tutor role, group dynamics, and learning outcomes. Only the tutor had access to and analyzed the data related to group dynamics, to ensure that each student team participant remained anonymous to one another. All information that could have identified the students was removed from the transcripts sent by the tutor to the students for the purposes of integrating the data with other evaluation components.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Tutor Role and Performance

This segment will summarize the students’ evaluation of the tutor’s role and performance generally. A big part of the tutor’s role is dealing with emerging group dynamics which will be discussed separately in the next segment.

The tutor’s role and performance were assessed independently by two pairs of students from the PBL evaluation team: one pair relied on the student journals as a source, and the other pair focused on the Faculty Course Surveys (FCS) and the focus group results. Due to the qualitative methodology that was employed, the results were gauged by the amount of positive wording versus criticism that was involved from both sources. In the case of the FCS, the evaluations also employed coding standards in addition to numerically ranked responses to questions.

According the numerically ranked responses in the FCS, the results were excellent: the average ratings for questions answered never surpassed 1.6. For example, “The course material is presented with enthusiasm” averaged at a 1.0. The lowest average was 1.6, responding to the statement, “Student presentations contribute significantly to this course”, which is still a very good score (anything under 2.0 is considered very good). Additional written student comments on the FCS, and on student journals were overwhelmingly positive about the tutor, regarding her availability, responsiveness, and creating a comfort level among students. The student journals describe her as “a great instructor”, “fantastic”, “accommodating and enthusiastic”, and “open to our criticism regarding the process and open to suggestions about things that needed to be changed.” And although one student was critical of the PBL process, s/he said that the instructor’s “enthusiasm kept me interested.”

The focus group participants agreed that a PBL tutor needs to have strong organizational and communication skills, be dedicated to the PBL process, and be friendly and approachable. They saw this specific instructor as a “guide and a mentor”. One student said:

I never felt scared about saying “I don’t know this, I don’t think I can do this” who says that to a professor? I’ve said that to her and she was like, “don’t worry” and she helps you. So there has to be some element of this caring relationship between the professor and the student as well and that’s where I think fairness and respect comes into it because that’s where she was able to adjust to different individuals’ unique problems that they were experiencing.

Another student added:

I think the person has to be a strong person emotionally because, even as she told us, the process was very hard for her, especially when we were being all critical. It was very difficult for her and she didn’t change it. She stuck by it, and didn’t change it; she didn’t even modify it that much. All she said was that the trigger sessions might change a bit but she stuck with it 100%. She was confident in it, she believed in the process and even though it affected her as well, for someone that isn’t able to see the constructiveness in that feedback from the students or not allow it, it wouldn’t work. So I think the person definitely has to be strong willed and grounded.
Hung, Harpole Bailey, & Jonasson (2003) note that professors who consider themselves content experts have a more difficult time taking on this new role. This was addressed by the tutor, reminding the students that her role was to be a “guide on the side” as opposed to “a sage on the stage”.

The instructor also stressed the idea of moving away from “the talking head” model. In the student journals, this concept was addressed by one student who wrote:

It was interesting how the PBL wanted to eliminate ‘the talking head’ model that forms most of the courses we take, either in elementary school, secondary school and even in our undergraduate. I have read the recent McLean’s [magazine] article that infamously dissects universities every year. One [article] spoke of a prof […] who ‘lectures’ to over 3,500 students in a first year psychology course online. He is literally is ‘The Talking Head’…One of my classmates said that PBL is not just one talking head, but, [instead] several. This was clearly not the intention of the PBL model, but it raises a good point.

Evidently, the general point about “the talking head” was interpreted differently by students, not necessarily as a reduction in the traditional instructor role as the main talker, but as anyone talking. This raises the question of utilizing different presentation methods. This was raised in one of the built-in in-class feedback sessions, and the class developed two gradual changes to the presentation format, i.e.: (1) utilizing film to cut down on the amount of talking, and (2) the use of posters in the final presentation session.

4.2. Group Dynamics

Concerns related to the group dynamics of the PBL were collected from the journals submitted by four students. Although conventional research methodology dictates that the subject of the research and the research team involving the same people is problematic due to bias, it is important to recognize, in accordance with the Participatory Action Research approach, that both positive and negative feelings were recorded. In a completely biased forum, it is assumed that the comments in the journals would be more on the positive side of the spectrum by virtue of ‘promoting’ PBL pedagogy. However, journal writing is an important pedagogic technique that encourages students to open up regardless of what the teacher (who is normally also the audience) thinks. Student journals were identified by the research team as a valuable asset to their work because of the rich data provided on a qualitative level. The anonymity of the comments also added another layer of truth to the data as the focus group session was a forum where self-anxiety would be higher because of the possibility that comments could be traced to a particular participant.

Relatively typical concerns arose from the journals, related to entries written prior to the beginning of the actual PBL process. At the outset, in addition to general anxiety regarding the PBL process, or group dynamics in particular, students identified other issues, including becoming “academically dependent” on other students rather than working independently; student competition; and “conflict regarding academic priorities, approaches, and working habits.” Some listed concerns with some group members appearing “too bossy”, and being stuck with the group whether you like it or not.

In analyzing what actually went on, as compared to the students’ anticipatory fears outlined above, the students’ general comments about their actual group dynamics were divided. For most, it was good:

I felt that we had PBL success and were a strong group with a good working dynamic…Everyone was pretty much a part of the process one way or another, which contributed to our group moving in the forward direction that we did…On the whole, team dynamics worked and we cooperated well together.

In one group, it was a struggle as one participant wrote in their journal: “The group dynamics were probably the most frustrating part of the PBL process. My group was probably the most dysfunctional out of the four groups.” Their problems were evident to other students as well: “Other groups had some good chemistry, but I noticed one group did not have the same enthusiasm or energy.”
In the student journals, specific areas were identified as sources of conflict within groups about: communication, following rules, sharing the workload, and emotions and caring within groups, all of which will be discussed below.

4.3. Communication

In their journals, students stressed that: “Effective communication is probably one of the most essential tools we needed to grasp and use to handle the group dynamic issues. While one student reported that communications within the group were generally “respectful”, “understanding”, and “compassionate about group members’ needs”, all of the journals revealed some negative elements. One example was simply getting to the task and coordinating everyone’s efforts:

I found it frustrating…because although we did the readings, it is hard for four minds to; one, connect with the material and two, decide on a theme or research question from which we can find four areas of research to support it. This can be a point of distraction for me.

Another comment from the journals reflects the impatience of some students with the group discussion process:

Frustration was always apparent during the planning and literature review stage as we had difficulty in generating discussion about the relevant articles. One or two members of the group were more concerned with getting the process over with, not discussing the relevant articles.

This may also be linked to difficulties of respectful communication in groups. Two of the journals commented that people were not listening to one another, but just tried to get their own views heard.

5. Following Rules

One of the rules was that students had to negotiate their group’s thesis, communicate to the tutor for an agreement, and divide required research tasks accordingly. However, three of the four student journals spoke of frustrations with group members not following these rules. For example, individual students would present their individual thesis to the tutor, without the group’s consent. This seemed to threaten group dynamics. One student commented on competition over specific topics within the group but said that these were ironed out by either discussion or selectively ignoring statements by group members that could have led to open conflict.

Sharing the workload

Typical to any group work, there was agreement that there were some group members who were “free loaders” who were not doing their share. One student called this the “most frustrating part” about the process:

The group work was often a challenge, regardless of the ground rules set. Team members often did not do their readings in preparation for the PBL leaving those who did do the readings with more work to do in the planning sessions.

There also were issues initially, with loss of group members who left the course. Though one student said that “we just did what we had to do…some picked up the slack,” she also said that division of work continued to be problematic, to the point that she had to “put her foot down” in the very end to protect herself from doing an unfair share.

Specific comments related to the issue of having to take turns being chair and note taker for the group. Despite agreement, the same people monopolized the chairing role; by reportedly being either “being the most vocal” or “the ones with the strongest personality”, while “power acquiescence [by other team members] had to occur in order to keep peace.” The group with the difficult interpersonal dynamics spoke about “lack of trust” in one another to fulfill the required roles.

5.1. Emotions and Caring

One important goal of the PBL process is to facilitate the process of a group turning into a team (Woods, 1994). Only one aspect of this is dealing with sharing the work and dealing with role
assignations. A less discussed aspect of team building is dealing with emotional/psychological issues of group members, or their personally stressful circumstances which may require attention by their group members. Two journals revealed examples of non-course-related issues of group members that, nevertheless, needed to be managed in order to accomplish PBL tasks. In the case of the one discordant group, the emotional tone of the interactions proved to be destructive:

From day one we didn’t hit it off, and this feeling remained throughout the process…Team dynamics were usually stressful and became more negative between certain members of the group. There was hostility which made the planning process even more stressful…I always felt somewhat frustrated that we had to remain with the same group members throughout the whole process.

In the end, some students reported progress in their journals in learning to appreciate one another’s work styles and became more flexible:

So even when planning occurs and each member knows their role there can be breakdowns in communication based solely on work styles and how tasks are completed. The final assignment style was varied to add an element that is similar to a “fair setup” where students were encouraged to incorporate a poster board or visual element in addition to their presentations allowed us to see in a way the other presentations had not that we have to be flexible and adaptable to others.

5.2. The Issue of Progress: PBL Feedback Sessions

Throughout the PBL process, there were built-in feedback sessions which allowed for students to voice their issues and concerns. The course content issues and some other student concerns were dealt with (see e.g. the issue of student disengagement with the presentation format, and trigger sessions, discussed in this paper). However, the students in the PBL evaluation team issues revealed that group dynamics were not addressed adequately.

Group dynamics are not as utopian as initially proposed. [I] [f]elt like I could not approach the prof about group dynamics because I felt it would have reflected poorly on me; for example, seemed like I was complaining or being “catty”.

I remember leaving [the introductory class] thinking if there were problems in the group dynamics it was the fault of the person who was complaining. I think if a more realistic approach was taken…I might have felt more comfortable discussing it with the group and the instructor.

This student made some good suggestions for future improvements:

In hindsight, I think a cool way to address group dynamics was to do team building exercises and activities especially at the beginning and throughout the process that would allowed us to get to know each other better, our working and learning styles, some personality traits etc.

Another student gave feedback about how the division of work could be handled in groups:

The note taking was more challenging than the chairing because so many ideas were being thrown around and discussed and perhaps it may be more successful if there was a flip chart or board available where ideas can be put in a parking lot to grant the note taker some reprieve.

Yet another one proposed that mixing up the groups would have been a good idea:

Group dynamics could have been helped if we shifted groups instead of remaining with the same one for the semester. In a way, the same issues always played out because our personalities were a constant. Although I had a good time with my group and bonded with them,
there were other students that I would have liked to work with, so that we could have mixed up the group dynamics a little. Perhaps there could have been a more eclectic mix of presentations and topics if our groups were shifted.

Yet another recommendation by the students was that the philosophy of student-directed learning needs to be revisited throughout the process and clarified for students. This alone would serve to reinforce constructive group behaviours.

Despite the overall positive commentary from the Faculty Course Survey (FCS) about the tutor being “amazing”, it is apparent that the tutor’s lack of experience with PBL resulted in a gradual deterioration of group dynamics. The insights from the students in alleviating this could have been incorporated through the PBL process, through more attention to discussions and team building exercises.

Fortunately, and possibly because of the maturity of this group of MA students compared to the younger undergraduate students, group dynamics didn’t become a serious problem overall. The students’ journals told of instances of learning to compromise, and of mutual help in finding resources for one another and helping one another through the presentations. Surprisingly, even the discordant group’s members reported progress in team building and their increased appreciation of their team members:

My view of certain people in the group changed throughout the process. Whereas initially I thought the person was lazy and didn’t care, it became clear later on that there was a certain good nature and humour which I began to appreciate as the hostility in the group grew. There was always some congratulations said to one another after our presentations but this was usually kept brief.

Other general comments in the student journals include appreciation of the role of peers, the interactivity of the learning context, and of the friends they made:

It’s been over a week since the PBL class is over. We received our final grade and I could not help but e-mail my group members on our job well done. I even met up with one on Monday to have some dinner and we both agreed that we are going through “PBL withdrawal” which encompasses feelings of loss and being lost.

It is important to acknowledge the methodological challenge of interpreting comments derived from the Faculty Course Surveys. It would be interesting to look at the dynamics of how students comment of Faculty Course Surveys and how much they truly reflect the feelings of the students. What could be taken into account are: the social and academic climate in which they are administered, and what factors influence positive, negative and/or constructive criticism. What must also be taken into account are the students’ attitudes towards school administration and whether they feel like their voices would really be taken into account or “heard”.

5.3. Learning Outcomes PBL Format and Process

Initially, the students were all in general agreement that the PBL format required more work than a “regular course”. Even beyond the actual work itself, the commitment required was more intense than in other courses simply because the students were accountable to their entire group and not just themselves. As a result, there was a general sense that the PBL process was a burdensome one, while its potential rewards remained unclear and/or unconvincing. A comment from the focus group illustrates this point:

I wouldn’t say nothing went wrong because there were obviously times of frustration but at the same time you learn how to manage that and just the fact that you are accountable to yourself, to other people not even just in your work group but also to the class in itself. That really speaks volumes about how engaged we became if we weren’t disenchanted at first and we were able to manage ourselves and other people. That was important.
Initially, the experience was frustrating because the deadlines for the creation of the ‘plan’ were firmly set. During the first few sessions, students generally felt as if there was a lot more pressure on them than there needed to be as a result of having to complete a work-plan during class. Another focus group comment addresses this issue:

I found frustrating at the beginning [and] even afterwards, even at the end, was the fact that like we have to work on this every single weekend. And because we were working on it every single weekend, a lot of other school stuff got pushed aside.

Students also commented on progress with the trigger sessions. Initially, students felt that the trigger sessions were conducted too quickly but they also understood that they needed adequate time to get started on their group work. Some felt that the trigger sessions were a ‘waste of time’ during the first sessions. During the focus group, this was highlighted with this comment:

I thought the weakest part of the course were the trigger sessions. I really don’t think I got anything out of any of them to be honest with you. Especially the first ones, even afterwards, [the tutor] did get better at them but I still feel that we really didn’t draw our direction from the trigger sessions. And while we were there, I felt like getting it over with so we could start doing the thing right...That’s what I felt about it. I don’t think they were very productive for me.

Significantly, this changed once the students and the tutor reflected on the trigger sessions and together brainstormed ways of improving them.

I thought it was good for addressing theory relevant and the main themes that came out of all the articles. Just a good refresher. Like when most people read them the night before or several nights before so I think it’s important to have that at the beginning. But I think they did get progressively better especially when she was adding the parts at the end where she was looking at research questions, like possible things to think about if you were having trouble initiating that with your group. I thought that was beneficial.

Similar progress took place with the presentations. Initially, presentations by other groups were regarded as “down time”, as students did not feel that they were engaged in any other presentations other than their own. This is arguably the result of being so ingrained in the traditional instructor-led model of learning that anything peers say is seen to be of less importance (Woods, 1994). The time pressures the students felt may also have resulted in them being preoccupied with their own performance:

Initially, doing presentations and being under time constraints, how to best present material in a cohesive way and so it doesn’t look disjointed like people are reading off their essays. I think that was one of the things that challenged me the most and maybe challenged our group the most.

Additionally, people who felt a bit shy thought that the process was not going to work out for them because of the mandatory presentations and also because of the emphasis placed on discussion within groups. Through the PBL process, as least one student overcame her shyness, evident in her focus group comment: “Because we had been working with each other for months, I felt like I could constructively be critical without feeling shy!”

As time went on, many students began to engage more with the presentations and saw the usefulness of incorporating the work of other groups into that of their own. This adjustment was a result of the presentations becoming more polished in interesting and also of a gradual willingness to engage in PBL process more fully - which meant engaging with other groups as well.

Most students understood that in order to have a functioning group, proper team building techniques would have to be adopted. This became crucial to the process of learning. Some of the ways this was achieved included getting together with group members and the tutor outside class and outside school premises, and increasing engagement with each others’ presentations.
It was apparent in the evaluation of the process that being willing to learn from one another required major adjustments. Team members who generally did not agree on all the issues had to compromise for the sake of the group. Open communication and honesty have to be developed and are essential for PBL to work properly. An open and honest environment within the group creates a comfort level which alleviates some of the perceived obstacles of working in a group.

5.4. Learning Content

To repeat, “the answer to what’s good about problem-based learning is that it promotes sense making” (Copan & Kuhn, 2004: p. 74). Learning outcomes emphasized the notions of conceptual integration and the development of a deeper understanding of the given topic. One student wrote in their journal: “I found that my learning regarding specific topics increased due to the group work and the necessity to obtain additional resources outside of the course materials.”

In data from student journals, self improvement was highlighted. One student wrote that “the PBL model forced me to practice [public speaking] bi-weekly and I was able to learn and incorporate different aspects of what worked and what didn’t in presentations.”

Addressing the “student-as-teacher” dynamic, one student’s journal emphasized that the PBL process prepared them for Masters and PhD streams since their skills at topic choice, independent research and expertise, as well as presentation were consistently being honed. The student wrote:

> As a graduate student, we are certainly seasoned in the art of being taught. However, how much teaching do we do? As a Teaching Assistant, you are still accountable for knowledge that is gathered under your professor’s bias and expertise. However, being lead in a direction with clues from a trigger session, then exploring what is out there is certainly a challenge.

Hmelo-Silver (2004) further stresses that the process of PBL should help students develop flexible knowledge, effective problem-solving skills, self-directed learning, effective collaboration skills, and intrinsic motivation. The benefit of attaining flexible knowledge means that students will be able to add new knowledge onto old ones – returning to the idea of integration.

The active engagement of identifying what students know and need to know, set strategies as to how to fill in the missing gaps and implement them, allows for development of real-life working skills that extend beyond the class room. This includes improvements in being able to work in a team. This requires listening, inputting, building consensus and working collaboratively to resolve issues. Another benefit of group participation is that students are able to appropriate each other’s expertise and recycle findings amongst each other (Hmelo-Silver, 2004: p. 246). One student said: “[Be]cause we choose our own focus for discussion -- we are ‘forced’ to do the readings and engage in the material -- the accountability that comes from working in a group setting.”

In sum, according Hmelo-Silver (2004: p. 256), being self-directed results in acquiring “the skills needed for lifelong learning.” One student wrote in a journal: “The learning depth was much richer and engaged compared to non-PBL classes, because the process involved constant and diverse attention.” And all criticism of the regimentation of working life aside, the positive feelings about learning beyond the immediate are reflected in one student’s focus group comment:

> Do you know what else? It is unbelievable how disciplined you become after finishing this process. Nobody has ever handed in an assignment late. We had deadlines, even coming up with a thesis; we had that three hour mark. Everything was scheduled and timed. Nothing ever went wrong in that class and I think its one of the key skills that we acquired through the PBL is discipline, like hard core discipline and you had no choice.

6. CONCLUSION

In the end, the PBL evaluation team identified both strengths and weaknesses in the implementation of the PBL method in this multidisciplinary graduate studies context. The evaluation confirms Pendersen, Arslanyilmaz, and Williams (2007) research which argues the crucial role of the tutor in the PBL process. Even if the pedagogy is meant to be student-driven, the tutor needs to be alert and
open to the process, making it very demanding especially to someone without previous PBL experience.

This evaluation project alerts PBL practitioners to pay particular attention to group dynamics and helping students deal with the many issues that may arise when working with one another, ranging from work styles to personality traits. It is of particular note that in order for groups to turn into well-functioning teams, personality issues (including emotional needs of students), need attention. Surprisingly, despite the tutor’s apparent shortcomings in helping students with the team building process, the students reported positive feelings and appreciation towards both their groups and individual team members. This requires further research and also raises the question whether formal (and typically instructor-driven) team building exercises would necessarily be helpful, or whether they might undermine the student-driven philosophy of PBL. In this instance, the students effectively mediated their group dynamics and developed positive and, in some instances, close relationships with one another. Though members of one group were quite unhappy with their group dynamics, they managed their work effectively and came out with a positive outlook on the process in the end.

As previously mentioned there is a need for more research that allows the students to evaluate the PBL process from the beginning to the end in regards to process and learning outcomes. Our evaluation shows that there is definitely progress happening in most areas. Students seem to move from some degree of resistance toward embracing and appreciating the PBL method. The open criticism and many suggestions for improvements by the students will go toward enhancing the PBL experiences of the next cohort of graduate students in the course.

In the end, the students described the PBL process as a stressful yet rewarding experience. In a fitting metaphor, in their journal, one student concluded:

We likened the experience to “The Apprentice”, the show with Donald Trump and his participants carrying out work projects around Manhattan. Every week we were challenged in some way and accountable to others, balancing intellect with group dynamics and personal politics only for our efforts to culminate in a presentation (more like “face off”) with other groups who were in the same circumstances. Who says TV can’t teach you anything?
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